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Burro King Bed 
Clean and soft edges define the Burro bed.  The tall bed base allows your mattress to
sit down inside hiding more of the blankets and mess of your top cover. The
sculptured curve to the side rails and the proportion of the base gives the bed a
predominant stance in the bedroom. The simplicity and softly padded styling of the
headboard allows you to rest against it comfortably for morning or evening reading. 

Features We Love:
-Low headboard allows space for your artwork to hang above your bed
-Freestanding unit makes the bed easy to move and shift around if needed
-Clean simple styling is very versatile
-Taller side rails give the bed authority in a bedroom. It says look at me I am solid and
here to stay. Burrow in! 

The Details:
Dimensions: 85.75"w x 45.5"h x 91.5"l
Made with: ertified birch plywood frame. Top quality rebound foam in your choice of
fabric. To support your mattress is a slatted base with a rigid metal frame supporting a
number of curved plywood slats, ergonomically positioned along the entire length of
the base. Plywood slats provide natural flexibility and increase the lifespan of your
mattress. No box spring needed!
Assembly Instructions: The Burro bed is a free standing unit. The headboard and base
bolt together. The side rails are assembled in 3 components with a tight and tailored
slipcover that wraps over the edges like upholstery, but gives the versatility of cleaning/
easy replacement. All assembly materials included with detailed instruction kit.   
SKU #: 1015-B
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Burro Queen Bed 
Clean and soft edges define the Burro bed.  The tall bed base allows your mattress to
sit down inside hiding more of the blankets and mess of your top cover. The
sculptured curve to the side rails and the proportion of the base gives the bed a
predominant stance in the bedroom. The simplicity and softly padded styling of the
headboard allows you to rest against it comfortably for morning or evening reading. 

Features We Love:
-Low headboard allows space for your artwork to hang above your bed
-Freestanding unit makes the bed easy to move and shift around if needed
-Clean simple styling is very versatile
-Taller side rails give the bed authority in a bedroom. It says look at me I am solid and
here to stay. Burrow in! 

The Details:
Dimensions: 69.75"w x 45.5"h x 91.5"l
Made with: ertified birch plywood frame. Top quality rebound foam in your choice of
fabric. To support your mattress is a slatted base with a rigid metal frame supporting a
number of curved plywood slats, ergonomically positioned along the entire length of
the base. Plywood slats provide natural flexibility and increase the lifespan of your
mattress. No box spring needed!
Assembly Instructions: The Burro bed is a free standing unit. The headboard and base
bolt together. The side rails are assembled in 3 components with a tight and tailored
slipcover that wraps over the edges like upholstery, but gives the versatility of cleaning/
easy replacement. All assembly materials included with detailed instruction kit.   
SKU #: 1015-A

 


